Objective: The objective was to prospectively derive and validate a prediction rule for detecting cases warranting investigation for surgical site infections (SSI) after ambulatory surgery. Methods: We analysed electronic health record (EHR) data for children who underwent ambulatory surgery at one of 4 ambulatory surgical facilities. Using regularized logistic regression and random forests, we derived SSI prediction rules using 30 months of data (derivation set) and evaluated performance with data from the subsequent 10 months (validation set). Models were developed both with and without data extracted from free text. We also evaluated the presence of an antibiotic prescription within 60 days after surgery as an independent indicator of SSI evidence. Our goal was to exceed 80% sensitivity and 10% positive predictive value (PPV). Results: We identified 234 surgeries with evidence of SSI among the 7910 surgeries available for analysis. We derived and validated an optimal prediction rule that included free text data using a random forest model (sensitivity ¼ 0.9, PPV ¼ 0.28). Presence of an antibiotic prescription had poor sensitivity (0.65) when applied to the derivation data but performed better when applied to the validation data (sensitivity ¼ 0.84, PPV ¼ 0.28). Conclusions: EHR data can facilitate SSI surveillance with adequate sensitivity and PPV.
INTRODUCTION
Ambulatory surgical procedures now comprise approximately three quarters of all surgeries performed in the United States. Surgical site infections (SSI) are uncommon but can lead to significant increases in cost, morbidity, and mortality. 1, 2 Public reporting of SSI after specific inpatient surgical procedures is mandated by the Centers for Medicaid and Medicare Services (CMS) and some state Departments of Health. 3, 4 To improve patient care and to comply with public reporting mandates, healthcare systems rely on specially trained infection preventionists (IP) to perform SSI surveillance. IPs use a variety of strategies to detect patients who have developed a postoperative infection, but traditional detection strategies may be less effective to detect SSI that arise when a patient is no longer hospitalized. A review of surveillance methods in 2006 concluded that, at the time, there were no valid methods for SSI surveillance. 5 SSI surveillance is challenging in part due to the complexity of the clinical definition. 6 Administrative data such as diagnosis codes have been shown to have acceptable positive predictive value in selected domains, [7] [8] [9] but the sensitivity of administrative data for SSI surveillance purposes is unknown. Important information relevant for SSI surveillance such as medical history and physical examination findings typically resides only in free text, and the addition of free text information to case identification algorithms has been shown to improve sensitivity in multiple domains. 10 Better surveillance data regarding the incidence and epidemiology of SSI after ambulatory surgery will help improve the quality of care delivered to patients undergoing ambulatory surgery. Given the volume of surgeries performed, the relatively low rate of SSI, and the challenges described above, novel surveillance strategies are needed to identify SSI cases after ambulatory surgery. Although electronic health record (EHR) vendors increasingly provide tools to support surveillance efforts, these tools traditionally use structured data elements captured during routine care, which may impair the accuracy of these systems. 11 To date, these EHR systems have not provided adequate features to extract information from free text across large panels of patients for surveillance activities.
To fill this gap in the ability to perform SSI surveillance, we derived a prediction rule that uses structured as well as free text information from EHRs to identify potential SSI cases. Given the potential inconsistencies in clinician documentation as well as the complexity of the SSI definition and the role of the IP to adjudicate whether a patient meets this definition, our priority was to develop a prediction rule with high sensitivity to identify any potential SSI case, which would then prompt a thorough manual review by IPs.
Our objective was to prospectively derive and validate a prediction rule that supports SSI surveillance efforts by IPs by using both codified information and free text. Our performance goal was for the prediction rule to exceed 80% sensitivity and 10% positive predictive value (PPV).
METHODS
We performed a secondary analysis of a cohort of children who underwent ambulatory surgery. This cohort was assembled for a larger project that aimed to describe the epidemiology of SSI after ambulatory paediatric surgery and to develop to an "infection prevention workstation" that facilitated manual review efforts of IPs by applying a prediction rule to focus their surveillance on cases with a high likelihood of having an SSI. In this context we felt it was reasonable to expect IPs to manually review 10 surgical cases to identify one true case. Consequently, our performance goal was to maximize the sensitivity of the prediction rule while achieving a PPV of at least 10%.
Study population and setting
Our cohort was comprised of paediatric ambulatory surgery patients (< 18 years of age) who underwent surgery between 1 May 2012 and 31 Dec 2015 at one of 4 surgical centres (3 ambulatory surgical facilities and 1 hospital-based facility) affiliated with the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP) healthcare system. This health network also includes 31 primary care practices, 8 specialty care practices, a 521-bed acute care hospital, and an emergency department located in southeastern Pennsylvania and southern New Jersey with a common EHR. Ambulatory surgery was defined as admission, procedure, and discharge on the same calendar day. We applied 2010 NHSN criteria to define a surgical procedure, which required that the procedure was performed in an operating room and that incision and complete closure of the wound occurred during the same operating room visit. 6 The primary EHR in use during the study period was Epic TM (Epic Systems, Inc., Verona WI). This EHR was used to document all aspects of healthcare delivery at any site within the healthcare network, including surgical, outpatient, emergency and inpatient care with the exception that surgical procedure data prior to 4 May 2013 was collected and stored in OR Manager (Picis Clinical Solutions, Inc., Wakefield, MA).
Study design
Our study was conducted in two phases. Using data from the first 30 months of the study, we derived a prediction rule to identify surgical cases with evidence of SSI during the 60-day follow-up period after eligible surgeries (derivation phase). Using data from the subsequent 10 months, we prospectively validated the performance of the prediction rule using information from eligible surgeries (validation phase). Both study phases relied on a reference standard for evidence of SSI established by two IPs through manual review (see below). This study was reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board at the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia.
Establishing the reference standard for evidence of SSI
We prospectively established the reference standard set of cases with evidence of an SSI by telephone enrolment and parent interview 30 to 40 days after surgery, and at 60 days after surgery by review of EHR data. Manual case review was completed if any of the following conditions were present: (1) interview indicated a potential postsurgical infection, (2) data extracted from the EHR indicated that an antibiotic was prescribed, or (3) child had an emergency department visit or hospitalization. One of two certified IPs reviewed all available encounters in the EHR on post-operative days 1 to 60 related to healing of the surgical wound. Because our objective was to develop a prediction rule that supports SSI surveillance efforts by IPs, we aimed to identify all surgeries with any evidence or suggestion of SSI or atypical healing of the surgical wound as suggested directly by diagnoses or wound symptoms or as suggested indirectly by actions taken by the clinicians including prescription of antibiotics, follow-up surgical procedures, or culture orders. Table 1 includes the EHR criteria for an encounter with potential evidence of SSI. Other healthcare encounters during the 60-day post-operative period were marked as "negative for evidence of SSI."
Deriving a prediction model to identify evidence of SSI
Our goal was to identify healthcare encounters in the 60-day period after ambulatory surgery that contained any evidence of possible SSI. Our optimization target (maximal sensitivity with PPV of at 
Criteria
Infection diagnosis of surgical site, code or described in notes Infection diagnosis of unspecified site, code or described in notes Purulent fluid Two of: dehiscence, erythema, warmth, tenderness, oedema, and/or non-purulent fluid Culture of surgical site Culture of unspecified site Antibiotic prescription, excluding continuation of therapy, in the absence of an unrelated infectious diagnosis Drainage procedure least 10%) was assessed at the level of the surgical case rather than the individual follow-up encounters. Models unable to achieve at least 80% sensitivity with a PPV of 10% or better were rejected from consideration. Model derivation proceeded in four steps: (1) transforming structured health data into analysable form, (2) handling diagnosis codes, (3) incorporating free text information, and (4) tuning model parameters. Details of these steps are provided in the following sections. All analyses were performed in R version 3.3.3 with the addition of the text mining (tm), glmnet, ranger, and pROC packages.
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Transformation of structured electronic health data We first focused on gathering structured data in the EHR to identify encounters containing evidence of a possible SSI. Candidate variables were determined after a review of the SSI guidelines and in consultation with IPs and other subject matter experts. The candidate variables included patient characteristics (age at surgery, gender, race, ethnicity and insurance type), characteristics of the surgery (duration of surgery in minutes, and start time of surgery), and time varying characteristics of the follow-up visit (visit type, postoperative day number, presence of a culture order, presence of a systemic antibiotic prescription, and patient temperature).
ICD-9 and ICD-10 diagnosis codes
Diagnosis codes represented a unique problem because the coding system changed from ICD-9 to ICD-10 during the study period. We chose to include the descriptive words associated with the diagnosis codes as input features rather than the codes themselves. This approach was motivated by the observation that certain key diagnostic descriptors (eg carbuncle, cellulitis, abscess, etc.) occurred both in the ICD-9 and ICD-10 descriptions. Consequently, we approached the text descriptors for coded diagnoses similar to a free text analysis problem. We took the stem for each word in the diagnosis descriptors, used binary weighting of the word stems (each was either present vs absent), and included these features in model development as a "bag of words." For example, the ICD-10 diagnosis "Carbuncle, unspecified" (L02.93) was represented in the model as presence of the stems for the words "carbuncle" and "unspecified."
Narrative documentation
To improve the scalability of our approach, we sought to identify the most parsimonious model that would achieve adequate accuracy. Consequently, we did not include narrative documentation in our initial derivation models. During iterative revisions we added pre-specified key words and phrases related to SSI that had been identified by searching narrative documentation. Regular expression matching patterns were used to count the occurrences of each key word or phrase within the narrative documentation on each followup day. Occasionally there were unexpectedly high term counts (eg due to the recurring presence of terms such as "pain" in some documentation templates). We therefore decreased the weight of high counts by taking the square root prior to including the count of each key word or phrase in the model.
Model tuning
We considered 2 machine learning classifier models that are appropriate for high dimensional data. The first model was logistic regression with lasso regularization (R package "glmnet"), in which a regularization term is imposed on a logistic regression model to prevent over-fitting and to aid in feature selection. 13, 17, 18 The other model was random forests (R package "ranger"), which grows a forest of classification trees for a binary outcome using a training sample and can provide a probability estimate of membership in each class. 14, 19, 20 For interested readers, several tutorials related to the use of these machine learning algorithms are available online. 21, 22 Using the ambulatory surgeries in the derivation set, optimal model configuration parameters (eg regularization constant) were selected by a grid search using each model's cross-validation functions in R where possible (eg "cv.glmnet" for the regularized logistic regression). Due to class imbalance arising from the very small number of visits with evidence of SSI, we included class weights in the grid search for model parameters to determine if assigning lower weights to the visits without SSI evidence would improve model performance. To evaluate the utility of adding narrative documentation to the models, we constructed both the regularized logistic regression and random forest models with and without the variables derived from the key words and phrases. A detailed description of our approach to model construction and tuning is included along with annotated R code excerpts in the Supplementary Appendix.
Validating the SSI prediction rule
After selecting optimal features and model parameters for the two models, we performed predictions on a validation set of ambulatory surgical cases that occurred during the final 10 months of the study period. The structured and narrative EHR data during the follow-up period for these surgical cases was prepared using the same steps described previously with the exception that the word stem features from diagnosis descriptors and the key words/phrases from narrative documentation were constructed using the dictionary of terms constructed from the training documents. Consequently, novel terms in the validation set that were not present in the training set did not contribute to classification. The models were then used to predict whether each ambulatory surgery was associated with evidence of SSI on at least one follow-up day. Using the probability output from each model we plotted receiver operating characteristics (ROC) and calculated the area under the curve (AUC) to compare each model's performance as a test to differentiate surgeries associated with evidence of SSI from those without evidence. Using the ROCs, we then determined the probability thresholds that achieved 80% and 90% sensitivity for each model. The PPV was then assessed for each model at these two levels of sensitivity. We used bootstrap sampling (10 000 iterations) to estimate 95% confidence intervals (CI) for each performance statistic.
RESULTS
During the 40-month study period, children experienced 19 777 ambulatory surgeries eligible for SSI surveillance. Telephone interviews were completed and permission obtained to review the EHR for 8502 of these surgeries. Follow-up encounters within 60 days after surgery were available for 7910 surgeries (see study flow diagram, Figure 1 ).
Development of prediction rule
During the model derivation phase of the study, telephone interviews were completed and consent was obtained to perform chart review for 6871 eligible surgeries that had at least one healthcare encounter during the follow-up period. Each of these surgeries gave rise to follow-up encounters (telephone, office visit, ED or inpatient) on a median of 3 occasions (interquartile range 2-4) during the follow-up period. Multiple healthcare encounters on the same calendar day were considered only a single follow-up episode. Charts were manually reviewed for 1106 surgeries (16%) due to concerns for SSI based either on the telephone interview or the presence of an antibiotic prescription within 60 days of surgery. Among the manually reviewed surgeries there was evidence of SSI present in at least one follow-up encounter for 209 surgeries in the training period (19% of the reviewed cases, 3.0% of all cases). An antibiotic prescription was present during the follow-up period for 135 (65%) of these surgeries.
Tuning model configuration parameters
After excluding rare terms from diagnosis descriptions, keywords and phrases that occurred less than 5 times, we had a total of 289 candidate predictor variables consisting of 24 variables derived from the structured EHR data, 217 distinct word stems from diagnosis descriptors, and 48 distinct keywords or phrases ( Table 1 ). The optimal lasso penalty (regularization parameter "lambda") for our logistic regression model was 0.002 regardless of whether or not the 48 variables derived from keywords and phrases were included. For random forests with 5000 trees to ensure stabilized errors, the algorithm's default value for "mtry" (the number of variables randomly selected at each node of the tree) was optimal (ie the square root of the number of candidate predictor variables).
Measures of importance (word frequency, regression coefficients, and permutation importance) for the most frequent terms from the logistic regression and random forest models are also shown in Table 2 ; some variables had no association with SSI in logistic regression (eg the terms "pain," and "warm") yet had relatively high importance in the random forest model. These results are presumably due to interactions with one or more additional terms included in the models (eg the effect of these variables was likely modified by other variables).
Validation set performance
During the validation period, charts were manually reviewed for 130 surgeries with evidence of SSI from a total of 1039 total surgeries (13%). Evidence of possible SSI was present in at least one follow-up encounter for 25 of the 130 manually reviewed surgeries in the validation period (2.4% of all cases). Measures of prediction performance on the validation set (AUC and PPV at two target levels of sensitivity) for logistic regression and random forest models are shown in Table 3 . To demonstrate the trade-off between sensitivity and specificity, the ROC for the 4 models measured on the validation set are shown in Figure 2 . All models were able to achieve the target sensitivity levels, but the random forest model that included keywords from free text was able to achieve an estimated sensitivity of 0.9 with the highest PPV (0. 
DISCUSSION
In this manuscript we have described a method for screening EHR data for the rare, but clinically important outcome of SSI. Table 2 . Top ten most frequent keywords in the 6871 training cases. The percent of surgeries associated with at least one occurrence of each term in the follow-up period is reported separately for surgical cases with evidence of SSI and cases without for comparison. Two different measures of importance are also shown: the coefficient from regularized logistic regression model, and the permutation importance from the random forest model We developed a random forest model using information from both structured and free text information that achieved an estimated sensitivity of 0.9 with a PPV of 0.28. Using this model as a prescreening tool, IPs would identify the vast majority of SSI cases that met the CDC definition by reviewing charts for about 4 cases to identify one case that met the NHSN definition of SSI (estimated lower limit of sensitivity was 0.73). This is a marked improvement over the current situation where all surgical cases must be reviewed to identify the approximately 3% that have evidence of SSI (over 30 chart reviews to identify one case with evidence of SSI). Logistic regression with the lasso penalty also performed well both with and without information from free text. Notably, as shown in Table 3 , at the sensitivity level of 0.8, the logistic regression models attained a higher PPV than the corresponding random forest models. We also found that the presence of an antibiotic prescription on postoperative days 1-60 might perform well as a simplified approach to identifying the majority of cases of possible SSI when applied to our validation cohort (sensitivity 0.84, PPV 0.28). This approach had poor sensitivity when applied to our derivation cohort (0.65), possibly due to less frequent use of electronic prescribing at the start of our study. Health systems interested in screening EHR data for SSI should consider this simple approach, but derivation of a more complex prediction rule may be necessary if prescription data are not consistently available.
Although the increasing availability of electronic health data offers tremendous opportunities for IPs to more readily identify rare outcomes such as SSI, few tools have been developed to support their work. Central line infections have long been a target for close scrutiny as a marker of the quality and safety of inpatient care, thus numerous tools have been developed and evaluated to support the mandated reporting of these outcomes. [23] [24] [25] Less effort has been put into developing similar tools for SSI, likely because few jurisdictions require reporting of SSI after ambulatory surgery. In other domains, the EHR has been used as a tool to screen for rare events or rare cohorts. This has included the use of keyword searches, rule-based algorithms, and machine learning, which have yielded results that are similar to our results in the domain of SSI surveillance. 10, 26, 27 Other studies have evaluated natural language processing for developing patient cohorts with some limited success, consistent with our attempts with investigating this approach.
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Studies have also evaluated EHR records for post-surgical complications using natural language processing with reasonable success rates. 29, 30 Generally, studies of rare diseases and clinical events have found that billing diagnoses (ICD-9/10) are often insufficient, and that processing of text information increases the yield for these algorithms. 31, 32 Future research should continue to look creatively at the potential to use both structured and narrative EHR information to identify rare, but clinically important events.
LIMITATIONS
Although there were 4 ambulatory surgical facilities participating in our study, these facilities were all part of a single healthcare system, which may limit the ability to directly apply the random forest model we developed in new settings. However, it is likely that institutions seeking to adopt a similar approach could improve the performance of the model by adding examples of known SSI cases from their own health system in a model re-training process. Our approach assumes the availability of certain types of information in electronic form such as antibiotic prescriptions and progress notes information. Without this information, health systems will likely have difficulty screening charts for evidence of SSI using our approach. Fortunately, thanks in part to EHR incentive programs, at this time most large health systems are using the EHR to capture these types of information. 33 Our study used text representations of ICD-9 and ICD-10 diagnoses due to the transition in coding that happened during our study. Prior research has revealed that mapping tables between ICD-9 and ICD-10 codes are inexact, and particularly suffer from differences in the granularity of terms. 34 For SSI surveillance activities, accurate mappings of diagnostic codes are Figure 2 . Receiver operating characteristics for the four prediction models on the validation set, with smoothing added to improve legibility. Lower limit of sensitivity was 0.73 for all models required both for codes related to surgical complications, and for codes describing the common conditions where antibiotics are indicated. These mapping efforts can be substantial. For example, in our own work with antimicrobial stewardship activities focused on respiratory tract infections we identified 98 ICD-9 codes representing bacterial respiratory tract infections, 35 which required a manual review of 1285 mapped codes to successfully continue these stewardship activities after the transition to ICD-10. However, in the future, organizations may benefit from simpler approaches that rely exclusively on ICD-10 codes.
CONCLUSION
An automated prediction rule derived from both structured and narrative EHR data using the random forest machine learning algorithm can be used to screen for surgical site infections after ambulatory surgery with high recall (sensitivity) and acceptable precision (positive predictive value). Presence of an antibiotic prescription within 60 days after surgery may also perform well, but may have inadequate sensitivity in settings that have incomplete prescription data.
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